
 
Black Republican Cherry Shrub 

Join us in celebrating the "Black Republican" cherry, a Slow Food 
 Ark of Taste product, with a complimentary cocktail or mocktail 
during the Friday’s reception at the Koval Distillery table. For 
this shrub drink, Black Republican cherries were purchased 
from Tamiyasu Orchards in Hood River, OR and Peak Forest 
Fruit in Banks, OR. Chef Timothy Wastell from Firehouse  
Restaurant in Portland, OR preserved them as a shrub, another 
Ark of Taste product, and will be served as a cocktail with organic 
whiskey from Koval Distillery.   
 

The Black Republican cherry is relatively small, with a rotund shape, deep purple color, 
firm flesh and intense black cherry flavor—complex and earthy, the rotund, deep purple 
fruit has notes of herbs, rose and almond. However, it lost favor with growers because of 
its smaller size and slightly astringent taste when not fully ripe. It is a parent of the Bing 
cherry, which has long superseded it in commercial cultivation. Sometimes it still found in 
frozen industrial food productions, but rarely is it available fresh. 
 

In 1860 the first Black Republican cherry was grown in the Willamette Valley in Oregon by 
Seth Lewelling*, who came to Oregon where his brother Henderson had already  
established a variety of fruit orchards. Henderson Luelling* had brought his family in a 
wagon to the Oregon Territory in 1847 with nursery stock to begin his trade there,  
ultimately becoming the basis for the Pacific Northwest fruit industry. In promotion of his 
staunchly abolitionist beliefs, Seth chose the name Black Republican for his fruit.  
*In historical accounts, the spelling of the brothers’ name varies 
 

Today, Black Republican cherry plantings are rare, with about 200 acres remaining in older 
and smaller orchards in The Dalles and Hood River growing districts of Oregon, but some 
in Washington, California and eastern states. Black Republican is now mainly used as a 
pollinator in cherry orchards for other varieties. To lose the Black Republican cherry would 
be a tragedy both from a historical perspective and a gastronomical one. It is a  
connoisseur’s cherry that has a rich, concentrated flavor despite its small size, is highly  
colored, firmly textured and juicy, which makes it perfect for preserving and for eating 
fresh when ripe.  
 

This late season cherry is considered a good keeper that ships and dries well. They are 
available on the West Coast from late May to early August, depending on the location. In 
Oregon, July is the height of the season. 
 

Shrub is a colonial-day drink using a concentrated syrup made of fruit, vinegar, and sugar 
that is simultaneously tart and sweet. In the nineteenth-century, it was often spiked  
brandy or rum. The drink went out of fashion until the Tait family in Pennsylvania revived 
it. 


